
TUJUH KENANGAN

Tujuh kenangan waterfall is located in Talang Tinggi sub district of

Dempo Makmur, district of Pagaralam Utara. This waterfall is only 8 km

away from downtown. Tourists must hike a little in order to get there but

never mind it, since you will walk through coffee plantation which create

totally  green  nature  atmosphere  is  called  Tujuh  Kenangan  due  to  the

shape of waterfall shape seventh stage of stone. The high  waterfall it self

is about 40 meters above the land and surround green trees.

The  challenges  that will  confront  us  to  arrive  there are  very

interesting. After we arrived at the place of bought tickets, Rangers will

provide information of the road to walk there. We will climb some stairs

and enjoy the small garden before we enter the coffee plantations. On the

garden, we will enjoy the beauty of nature and sometimes we would meet

with coffee farmers who are picking their coffee. After passing through the

coffee  garden,  we  will  down  the  path  is  very  steep.  There  we should

carefully if it can use the shoes do not use sandals, because the path is

dangerous. However, we should not be afraid to through it. After going

down the steep path,  we will  hear the voice of  the new flow of water

around the us. Do not need to worry of being disappointed, from the first

time you get the there will only be the feeling of joy, relaxing and playing

with refreshing waterfall. 

General information: 

Location : Talang Tinggi 

Facilities: Toilet, Parking Lot.

Entrance cost : Rp. 5.000 per person



CUGHUP EMBUN

Cughup  embun  (embun  waterfall)  is  located  in  Pematang  Bange,

Pagaralam Utara. It takes 15 minutes by car to get  there. This waterfall is

about 90 m tall and can be asily accessed by tourism since it’s located

next to main street.  We can using cars and motorcycles from the Inn.

Arriving there the writer bought a ticket in advance, and then the Guard

will let you know the way  to waterfalls.  To arrive  we will be down about

150 stairs. This is the challenge that will confront us. If we look from the

top of the people under such ants "because to get to the waterfall, we will

pass a very high ladder. However, when we arrived under we will feel the

coolness and the chill waters that make our body chills. The water is very

clear, small rocks and small fish under water  are very visible.  In front of

the waterfall, there is a very large rock. We can take the stone and take a

picture of the stone with a view of the waterfall. There is also the Tomb

daughter  selako  hair.  so  many  visitors  is  not  only  natural  but  also

sightseeing tours of pilgrimage

General information: 

Lokasi : Pematang Bange 

Facilities : Toilet, Parking Lot.

Enterance cost : Rp. 5.000 per person



ALAP-ALAP WATERFALL

Alap-alap waterfall  is  located in  Talang Genting sub district,  Pagaralam

Utara. The area of waterfall  in Mount Dempo and Close together some

waterfall such as Tujuh Kenangan watrefall and Tiga Panggung Waterfall,

etc.

The remote location makes the rarity of people are visiting here. Alap-alap

waterfall has  higher then  Tujuh  Kenangan.  In  addition,  natural

pools are formed under the waterfall is vast and relatively shallow making

it  perfect for  the traveler who love  to play with  water.  Source  of water

comes from the mountains, so when touching the skin feels cold and cool.

Tourists  should take about  700 m from the street  through coffee

plantation in order to get there. However, do not worry of getting tired

since  the  panorama and  number  of  waterfall  you  find  more  than  just

worthy to pay by your tiredness.

BESEMAH WATERFALL



Besemah waterfall Located  in Mingkik about 25 km away from downtown,

Besemah Waterfall Besemah still very natural because not many people

who come there. This waterfall offers tourists not only great panorama of

natural but also the sensation of hiking. 

Tourists can use all available transportation vahicles but moreless 1 km

before the waterfall, you must walk through dirt path of coffe plantation

and  forest  that  give  you  unique  sensation  of  getting  closer  nature.

Besemah  waterfall  is  considered  as  ome  of  the  tallest  waterfall  in

Pagaralam surrounded by limestone whick can only be found in certain

area in Indonesia. 

 

MANGKOK WATERFALLS



Mangkok  Waterfalls  others  also  referred  to  as  Pancur  waterfall  that  is

located in the same area with waterfall peregrine falcons that tourists can

get there by using all available vehicles in just 15 minutes. Travelers will

not find it difficult to get to it because of this waterfall is located next to

the main road and have been facilitated with public toilets, Mosque, food

corner,  and  so  on.  Tourists  can  see  the  panoramic  view  of  the  green

nature surrounding this waterfall is a waterfall forms in addition to look

like a bowl or a shower. Arriving there, we will feel a cool atmosphere and

the natural landscape that is so green. Shape that looks like a water bowl

to make us interested in bath. The water is so clear waters make the rocks

and small fishes look. When we place our feet into the water we will feel

the chill of the water such as water ice. In addition, many people believe

that  if  we  take  a  bath  in  the  waterfall  will  keep  us  youthful  and  can

eliminate the skin disease.

General information:

Location: Tiling Gentling

Facilities: Public Restroom, Mosque, Food   Corner, Parking Lot.

Entrance cost: Rp. 5.000 for motorcycle

                     Rp. 10.000 for Car
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